Linda Lafferty Watercolor Supply List
Please bring any supplies that you already have to the class. If you choose to purchase additional supplies, I
hope you will find the following recommendations helpful.
Watercolor supplies can be bought locally at Michaels or AC Moore.
Online supplies can be ordered from dickblick.com who has discounted prices for students and professionals.
They also have ongoing sales, so calling for sales dates can save you money. (877-943-9269) there is a Blick
store in Paramus NJ on route 4 West if you are up for a fun road trip!
PAINT- We will using transparent watercolor paints.
Colors I use are: Lemon Yellow
Raw Sienna
Burnt Sienna
Alizarin Crimson or Scarlet Lake
Hookers Green or Sap Green
Ultramarine Blue or Windsor Blue
VanDyke Brown
Payne Gray
Davy's Gray
BRUSHES- We will be using watercolor brushes, natural or synthetic OK.
FLAT HEAD- In widths, 1", 3/4", 1/2", 1/4", 1/8"
RIGGERS- Small and Medium
PAPER- Your "WOW" factor opportunities with watercolor painting will depend on your
Paper! Thickness is key, so bring what you have on hand if unsure and we will
Measure the thickness in class. You need 140 lb. cold press paper in single
Sheets or a block. Arches is the best, but ask for a comparable brand if cost is
Less. Demos will be on 18x24 size paper, but feel free to choose your own
Paper dimension.
PALETTE- You will need a non porous, White, large flat platter or plastic store bought
Plastic palette as large as possible, to squeeze out small samplings of paints
Around perimeter and have a large mixing area in center.
WATER CONTAINER- You will need a white or clear bowl, short vase, plastic whipped
Butter or Cool Whip container, etc. chance to RECYCLE!
MISC. ITEMS- Pencil, Eraser, Sponge, Scissors or Xacto knife, salt, any size spray bottle
New or Used, Paper Towels, small tube of Opaque White watercolor paint
To "Make it Snow"
INSPIRATION- I recommend Photos, Vacation Brochures, Calendar Photos, Flowers,
Magazine Clippings, Downloaded National Geographic or Favorite photo
Sites and Print.
But just in case you need an idea, you are always welcome to copy the
"Demo" of the night or rummage through the instructor photo file.
LET'S PAINT!!!!!!!!!

